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Date rape program a success
by Rob Sim s 
E ditor-in-C hief
Last week, the Dean of Students 
office and the WPI police sponsored a 
program to inform students about date 
rape. The presentation included a 
brief introduction by Nancy Denney, 
Assistant Dean of Students, and then a 
videotape hosted by Kelly McGillis. 
This was followed with a presentation 
by Peggy Jablonski, Director of Hous­
ing, and a discussion with Cheryl 
Martunas, Special Investigator with 
the WPI police.
The video contained many bits of 
information about spotting potential 
date rapists, avoiding situations 
which might lead to date rape, stop­
ping a date rapist, and what to do if 
date rape occurs. A lot of literature 
was available to back up the vide­
otape.
Some o f the things that women can 
do to avoid date rape (Excerpted from 
literature published by the Project on 
the Status and Education of Women): 
Examine your feelings about sex. 
Set sexual limits.
Decide early i f  you would like to 
have sex.
Do not give m ixed messages; be 
clear. Say “yes" when you mean 
“yes” and say “no” when you 
mean “no.”
Be alert to unconscious messages 
you may be giving.
Be forcefu l and firm .
Be independent and aware on 
your dates.
Do not do anything you do not 
want to ju s t to avoid a scene or 
unpleasantness.
Be aware o f  specific situations in
which you do not fe e l relaxed and  
in charge.
I f  things start to get out o f  hand, 
be loud in protesting, leave, go 
fo r  help.
Trust your gut-level feelings.
Be aware that alcohol and drugs 
are often related to acquaintance 
rape. 75 percent of the men and 
55 percent of the women involved 
in date rape were drinking or us­
ing drugs.
Avoid falling fo r  such lines as 
“You would i f  you loved me."
I f  you are unsure o f  a new ac­
quaintance. go on a group or 
double date.
Have your own transportation, i f  
possible, or taxi fare.
A void secluded places where you 
are in a vulnerable position.
Be careful when you invite som e­
one to your home or you are in­
vited to his home.
Examine your attitudes about 
money and power. If he pays for 
the date does that influence your 
ability to say no?
Socialize with people who share 
your values.
More detailed information is avail­
able in the Dean of Students office, as 
well as a variety of related informa­
tion.
WPI published a handout about 
date rape. It includes some o f the 
above information, and much more. 
There is a list of places to call for 
information or help; there is also a 
reprint of the Massachusetts laws 
governing rape.
From the handbook: In the General 
Laws of Massachusetts, Chapter 265,
Section 22, Rape is defined as, 
“W hoever has sexual intercourse or 
unnatural sexual intercourse with a 
person and com pels such person to 
submit by force or against their will, 
or compels such person to submit by 
threat of bodily injury.” If the act 
occurs while the victim is uncon­
scious, asleep or otherwise unable to 
communicate unwillingness, it is still 
considered rape.
A woman can file a complaint with 
the police department and not file 
charges, if she so wishes. The reason 
for doing so is to collect evidence if 
the woman decides later to press 
charges. If you are raped, do not 
destroy any evidence: Do not shower 
or wash; do not eat or drink anything.
Any further information can be 
obtained from the WPI police depart­
ment, 831-5270.
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Fuller Labs on schedule and on budget
by Gary DelGrego  
Graphics Editor
Fuller Labs, W PI’s first new aca­
demic building since 1965, is nearing 
completion. So far construction is on 
schedule with an expected completion 
date o f January 1, 1990. However, 
partial occupancy may begin as soon 
as the beginning of November. This 
ten million dollar building will con­
tain the entire Com puter Science 
Department along with the College 
Com puter Center, the Office o f Aca­
demic Computing and the Instruc­
tional Media Center. Moving the 
computers and CS offices to Fuller 
will free about 9000 square feet in 
A tw ater Kent and 3000 square feet in 
W ashburn as well as freeing space in 
H iggins Labs and the Project Center.
A recent tour o f Fuller Labs led by 
John M iller, Vice President o f the 
Physical Plant, revealed a building on 
the verge o f completion. Everywhere 
it is evident that the architects de­
signed Fuller with light in mind. The 
skylights, which run the length of the 
building, shine through four floors to 
a  central slate tiled staircase.
The structure is the first to be to­
tally air conditioned, with thermostats 
in every room and additional air con­
ditioners in important com puter labs. 
The climate will be controlled by a 
m ainframe over the large hall and 
monitored in the HVAC office in 
A tw ater Kent. In fact, most o f the 
windows are sealed shut. Fuller alone 
will have 400 tons o f air conditioning, 
bringing the campus total to 1700 
tons.
The general color scheme in the 
building is a gray carpet or tile ac­
cented with natural wood window 
frames and moulding, especially in
the large lecture hall. Bathrooms are 
finished in an attractive maroon and 
silver tile.
G iven the technical nature of the 
building, it was designed with com ­
munications and wiring accessibility 
a priority. Electrical and comm unica­
tions conduits run through all five 
floors through central control rooms, 
allowing easy access to all wiring. 
There is an emergency generator on 
the roof to provide lighting in case of 
a power failure. The only other cam ­
pus buildings with generators are 
Founders, Harrington, and the Power­
house.
The most prominent part of Fuller 
Labs is the new lecture hall which 
holds 400 students, 180 more than 
Kinnicutt Hall. The hall has a com pu­
terized lighting panel so that profes­
sors can simply hit a button to bring up 
the proper lighting for slides, movies, 
lectures, whatever. There is a modem 
projection room that will hold two 
35mm projectors along with a 18 ’x24' 
screen. On the floor, on either side of 
the lecture table, will be large screen 
te lev is io n s p ro jec ting  w hatever 
slides, videos, etc. that the instructor 
wants to show the class. In addition, 
a projection screen is placed one third 
o f the way up the seats, and a second 
twO-thirds o f the way back, allowing 
students in the back of the hall to see 
w hat’s happening. According to John 
Miller, no eye will be more than 35 
feet from a screen.
Behind the hall there is a large area 
to prepare experiments, including a 
fume hood and stockroom.
From the top floor down, the build­
ing is organized as follows:
On the top floor (the 3rd level) 
there are two additional classrooms of 
60 and 40 student capacity, respec­
tively. The rooms will have tablet 
chairs and are for general use. Also on 
the third level is the main Computer 
Science office along with the offices 
o f the department head and many 
sm aller offices for professors and 
TAs. The nicest area on the floor is the 
lounge/study room which resembles a 
greenhouse. When finished, it will 
contain couches and the full length 
windows will have vertical blinds.
The second floor is actually the 
entrance level (if you enter on the 
Salisbury Labs side) and has the rear 
entrance to the large lecture hall along 
with a small lounge. To the left o f the 
entrance will be the new home o f the 
College Computer Center. There is a 
large room for about 48 terminals 
along with offices, mainframe room, 
and storage. There is also a room for 
CCC operators/program mers which 
is a large room with partitions around 
individual desks. The rest o f the sec­
ond level has more CS offices and a 
small conference room under the 
larger glass walled lounge. Like the 
lounge, the conference room has a 
panoram ic view o f Salisbury St.
The first floor will contain the 
Instructional Media Center. There is 
a large studio and control room along 
with offices and equipm ent storage/ 
repair rooms. In Fuller, the IMC will
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The view from  the back o f the new lecture hall in Fuller 
Laboratories.
have about twice the space they now 
occupy in the basement o f Higgins. 
Also on the first floor are additional 
offices, another computer operator/ 
programmer room, and research labs 
along with another glass walled 
lounge (below the other two).
The Office o f Academic Com put­
ing will be housed in the basement of
Fuller Labs. They will have much 
more space than they currently have 
in the Project Center. The basement is 
the entry level on the Salisbury St side 
(the official main entrance). Also on 
this level is a walkway and tiled plaza 
connecting to Kaven Hall with a
see Fuller, page 3
M*A*S*H program enters second year
by Chris Barcus 
News Editor
The MASH (Math and Science 
Help) program is operating on the 
campus for the second year. The pro­
gram is designed to assist students, 
prim arily  freshm en, in calculus.
Chaos in the 
bookstore on 
move-in day 
as freshmen 
buy books 
and parents 
buy shirts and 
stickers
chemistry, and physics.
The goal of the program is to help 
students taking these classes to under­
stand what is in class, help answering 
homework problems, and give sug­
gestions on how to be successful in 
class.
To achieve these goals, Anne 
Garvin o f academic advising who is in 
charge of the program chose under­
graduates who had previously taken 
the class, were interested, and quali­
fied to be MASH leaders
The role of the MASH leader is to 
attend the lectures, a conference, and
to run three study/help sessions a 
week.
Anyone who is interested feel free 
to attend the session(s) which fit your 
schedule. The program is for anyone 
who wants to do better in class. The 
professors do not know who attends 
theses classes, so participation will 
not influence your professor. How­
ever, participation hopefully will help 
improve your grade in the class due to 
the extra interest you have taken to 
succeed at WPI.
see page 2 fo r  schedules
Don’t forget about the 
Activities Fair today from 
11:00 to 1:30 on the quad. 
Stop by the Newspeak table 
while you're there!
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M*A*S*H Schedule
MATH
Computer Lab Schedule Apt Lab 204 Higgins Lab 3:30-4:30 pm Stratton 202 Lori Currie
September 5th through September 15th 7:00-8:00 pm Goddard 311 Rich Pires
8:00-9:00 pm Goddard 311 Christina Barcus
Day Time Leader Tue 10:00-11:00 am Stratton 202 Lori Currie
Mon 3:30-4:30 pm Sue Moser 6:00-7:00 pm Goddard 311 Christina Barcus
6:30-7:30 pm Jim Detora 7:00-8:00 pm Goddard 311 Rich Pires
Tue 1:30-2:30 pm Mags Beals 8:00-9:00 pm Goddard 311 Chris Buntel
7:30-8:30 pm Gene Leon Wed 10:00-11:00 am Goddard 217 Rich Pires
Wed 11:00-12:00 noon Patty Newcomer 1:30-2:30 pm Salisbury 123 Sarah Glow
1:30-2:30 pm Mags Beals Thu 12:30-1:30 pm Goddard 012 Chris Buntel
3:30-4:30 pm Sue Moser 1:30-2:30 pm Goddard 012 Sarah Glow
7:00-9:00 pm Jeremy Dover Fri 9:00-10:00 am Goddard 217 Lori Currie
Thu 3:30-4:30 pm Pete Rodski Sun 8:00-9:00 pm Morgan Dng A Chris Buntel
6:30-7:30 pm Jim Detora 9:00-10:00 pm Morgan Dng A Christina Barcus
7:30-8:30 pm Gene Leon
Fri 11:00-12:00 noon Patty Newcomer M*A*S*H Schedule
12:00-1:00 pm Cetta DePaolo PHYSICS 1110
Sun 6:00-7:00 pm Cetta DePaolo *
7:00-8:00 pm Pete Rodski Day Time Location Leader
Mon 11:00-12:00 noon Olin 218 Andy Gallasso
M*A*S*H Schedule 3:30-4:00 pm Olin 218 Alex Maranghides
Additional math sessions Tue 3:30-4:30 pm Olin 218 Alex Maranghides
6:30-7:30 pm Olin 223 Andy Gallasso
Dav Time Location Leader Thu 3:30-4:30 pm Olin 218 Alex Maranghides
Mon 11:00-12:00noon Salisbury 011 Patty Newcomer 6:30-7:30 pm Olin 223 Andy Gallasso
1:30-2:30 pm Olin 223 Jeremy Dover Exam Weeks
Tue 6:00-7:30 pm Stratton 308 Sue Moser Wed 3:30-4:30 pm Olin 218 Alex Maranghides
6:30-7:30 pm Stratton 309 Jim Detora
7:00-8:00 pm Stratton 308 Pete Rodski M*A*S*H Schedule
Wed 6:30-7:30 pm Stratton 304 Cetta DePaolo PHYSICS 1111
Thu 1:30-2:30 pm Stoddard C Lounge Mags Beals
Sun 7:30-8:30 pm Morgan Dng A Gene Leon Dav Time Location Leader
Mon 3:30-4:30 pm Olin 223 Alex Khein
M*A*S*H Schedule Tue 12:30-1:30 pm Salisbury 123 Alex Khein
% CHEMISTRY Thu 3:30-4:30 pm Olin 223 Alex Khein
Exam Weeks
Dav Time Location Leader Wed T.B.A. Alex Khein
Mon 2:30-3:30 pm Stratton 202 Sarah Glow
SUMMER IQPS IN VENICE, ITALY
In summer 1990, several IQPs will be conducted in Venice, Italy. If you are interested in completing an IQP through 
summer project work in an exciting environment, please attend the SUMMER IQPS IN VENICE meeting on 
Ttiesday, September 12,4:30 pm in Salisbury 104.
Three projects have already been completed in Venice. The summer projects will build on this work, and will include 
topics on environmental issues, industrial archaeology, and "Humanistic informatics'1 at the University of Venice. 
Housing in Venice will be arranged in advance. Some working knowledge of Italian is essential, but complete fluency 
will not be required. The projects will be advised by Fabio Carrera, a Venetian citizen, WPI alumnus, and Adjunct 
Instructor in Interdisciplinary Studies.
If you have any questions, please see Prof. Schachterle in the Project Center.
SOCCOMM
presents
“Excaliber”
Wednesday Sept 6th, 1989, 
8:00 pm, 
Gompei’s 
FREE ADMISSION
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How to obtain an account on the Encore
by Gary Gray
The main com puter on the WPI campus is 
the CCC Encore Multimax (usually called just 
“ the Encore” ). This computer is running the 
UNIX operating system which has dominated 
the mainframe and mini computer arena for 
several years. The chances are good that any 
computer you come across in any engineering 
or science field will be running UNIX or one 
of its many variants. Added to this, the Encore 
is connected to Internet, a network that carries 
mail and Network News (something similar to 
a bulletin board) all around the world, allowing 
you to contact people who share your profes­
sional and other interests.
All you need to get an account is a valid WPI 
I.D. card and a pencil. Go down to the College 
Computing Center (the CCC) w hich is located 
in the lowest level o f the library and can only 
be accessed by the side entrance that is nearest 
the parking lot. The orange application cards 
for an account are located in a wooden box on 
the counter in the middle o f the CCC. Fill out 
the lines for your name and your social security 
number.
Now, there are two more blanks that you 
have to fill in. The first, "Requested User­
name” is the name you want to be known by on 
the computer. Traditionally, this is “first ini­
tial" + “ last nam e” (i.e. “ggray” is my user­
name) but il can be anything you like. The only 
restriction is that your username must be less 
than nine letters long.
The other line is for your password which, 
as you may guess, is used to keep people from 
using your account. The password must con­
tain at least one non alphanumeric character 
(such as “& *% ;” etc) and should not be some­
thing obvious like your name or anything else 
that can be readily guessed. The best pass­
words are things like “hello.there!” which have 
two words separated by two symbols. It would 
even be better to have a totally random string of 
letters, numbers, and symbols, but it is also 
important to pick a password you can remem­
ber.
Once you have picked your password, give 
the completed card and your I.D.. to the person 
behind the desk. After a few minutes, you will 
get back half o f the card w ith the line “modified 
user name” filled in by the computer operator. 
Your selected username may have to be
changed if it already being used by someone 
else (not a common occurrence.) Also, ask the 
operator for a copy of the CCC guide, which 
gives an overview of the UNIX operating sys­
tem . At this writing, however, it seems that 
they have run out of these manuals, so you may 
have to come back later to get one.
There are two things you should know about 
UNIX before you try to log in. First, upper and 
lower case letters are not the same. This means 
that “ FILE NAME” “File Name” and “ file 
Name" are not the same to UNIX. It is the 
general custom that everything, file and user 
names, commands, and programs are all in 
lower case. However, if you see a file that 
starts with a capital letter, you must type that 
file’s name in with the first letter capitalized. 
Second, UNIX does not supply too much feed­
back when commands complete successfully. 
So, UNIX will usually only tell you when 
something has gone wrong.
Now, to log into the Encore you should go 
over to one of the unused computer terminals, 
not the AT&T PCs. If there is nothing on the 
screen, hit a key a few time to “wake up” the 
terminal, and if this fails, try the power switch 
(usually on the back or on the side.) You should 
see the “CCC annex:” prompt on the screen. If 
you don’t see this, try another terminal. Now 
type “c w pi” and press return. This tells the 
annex (a sort o f a switchboard that allows you 
to log into various computers) that you want to 
connect to the Encore. When the computer 
displays “ login:” type in your username as 
shown on your card. The Encore will then ask 
you for your password. Enter it, and notice that 
what you type doesn’t appear on the screen in 
order to conceal your password. If you entered 
it correctly, you should get a welcome m es­
sage. If not, you will be give the “login:” 
prompt again. If after several tries you cannot 
log in, go back up to the counter and ask for 
help.
If you are familiar with MS-DOS the basic 
UNIX stuff comes easy. You can list the files 
in your directory with the “Is" command, 
change directories via the “cd” command, and 
delete files by using the “rm '’ command. Per­
haps the most important command is the 
“m an” command. Man will look things up in 
the on-line documentation for UNIX and show 
you the entry for the commands in the manual. 
You can also see all of the names of the manual
ELECTIONS!!
SEPTEMBER 20th’21st
FRESHMEN GET INVOLVED.
BE A CLASS OFFICER.
OFFICES THAT NEED TO BE 
FILLED:
PRESIDENT TREASURER
VICE PRESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE
SECRETARY
GO TO THE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
OFFICE ON THE 1st FLOOR OF 
DANIELS FOR PETITION AND 
MORE INFORMATION.
S P O N S O R E D  B Y  S T U D E N T  
G O V E R N M E N T
entries on certain topics by typing “man -k 
c to p io "  where <topic> is what you want to 
find out about. For example typing “man -k 
directory" you should see something like this: 
cd (I) - change working directory 
cpdir ( I ) - copy a directory 
diff, diffh ( I ) - differential file and directory 
comparator
dtree ( I ) - print out directory tree structures 
and so forth. On the left is the command 
(ignore the numbers in parenthesis, they just 
tell you where to look in the printed documen­
tation) and on the right is a short description. 
To find out more about the first command, type 
“ man cd.”
Really, the best thing now is to work 
through the CCC users guide and learn about 
the system. You can ask anyone behind the 
desk, or just about anyone in the CCC for help 
if you get stuck. When you are done, type 
“ logout" to end your session. If you get a 
message like “there are stopped jobs” type
“ logout” again. In either case, the annex 
prompt should reappear.
The encore can be reached from any termi­
nal on campus that displays the annex prompt. 
You can also reach the Encore by phone if you 
have a modem. Try to set your computer’s 
terminal program to vt-l()0 if possible, but you 
must have it set for 8 data bits, l stop bit, no 
parity (if you don’t know what I'm  talking 
about, don 't worry, since most communica­
tions programs I have seen are set up for this 
normally). The Encore’s m odem ’s phone 
number is 798-0166. and they support 300, 
1200, and 24(H) baud. After the modem con­
nects, hit return a few time to get the annex's 
attention. You should then be at the familiar 
“annex:” prompt. After you log out from the 
Encore, be sure to give the “hangup” command 
to annex in order to get it to hang up the phone.
That’s all for now. Next week I’ll be talking 
more about some more of the basics of UNIX, 
such as mail and file editing.
Fuller Labs almost complete
Continued from page I
handicapped ramp to the Gordon Library park­
ing lot. A lounge is at the front entrance (near 
the main hall) along with the demonstration 
storage/preparation rooms.
Finally, the sub-basement will contain a 
large CS research room (the one currently on 
the main floor o f Atwater Kent). There is a 
large computer storage/repair room (currently
in the Project Center) near the receiving dock 
which faces the Gordon Library parking lot. 
The sub-basement also contains some labs and 
storage rooms.
Fuller Labs is, to put it simply, an impres­
sive building built with both functionality and 
aesthetics in mind.
NKWSPKAK STAFF PH OTO /ROB SIMS
T h e  view  f ro m  th e  f ro n t o f  th e  new  le c tu re  h a ll in  F u lle r  L a b s  sh o w in g  th e  
p ro je c tio n  ro o m .
Rubes By Leigh Rubin
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Arts and Entertainment
Hush Hush christens Cocktails
by Troy Nielsen
The new entertainment series on campus 
called “Cocktails” received its “baptismal” 
treatment last week on Monday night with the 
performance of the WPI band “Hush Hush.”
Before the review of the show, here’s a few 
words about this new entertainment series. 
“Cocktails” was created in part by the social 
committee (SocComm) and by a group of 
concerned students who wanted a kind of cen­
tral location on campus for social gatherings 
and entertainment. The idea here is positive 
on-campus social atmosphere— not a bad idea!
So, right after Barry Drake’s outstanding 
and inspiring multi-media presentation of the 
music of the I960’s, I stomped down G om pei’s 
Place expecting to see about 50 students wait­
ing for Hush Hush. I almost had a coronary 
when I saw the massive crowd already there! 
All of the people I talked to (including myself) 
had never seen this large o f a crowd in G om ­
pei’s. It was phenomenal.
Pretend you’re in the band—you have this 
huge crowd waiting for you and most of 'em  
don’t even know who the hell you are. What do 
you do for entrance? Just walk on stage and say 
“yeah, w e’re the band...” No! You turn on the 
smoke machine behind the drum kit and crank 
up the theme from “Space 2001: A Space 
Odyssey.” Personally, I think what Hush Hush 
did for an entrance was silly; but they had to do 
something to create an atmosphere of suspense 
and wonderment before they actually played 
on stage.
Their near two-hour set opened up with “Set 
Me Free," a tune sung by drummer Jon Bird. 
The tune was a good opening tune in that it had 
a strong backbeat without being overpowering 
and had catchy lyrics. Your basic rock/pop 
tune. Hush Hush has a small repertoire of 
recognizable covers including the next tune 
they performed, REM ’s “Finest Worksong.” 
Another guaranteed winner. Bassist Greg 
Harrington did a fine job  o f providing strong 
and steady vocals over his bass groove, includ­
ing some funky string poppin’.
Interjection time: I can never understand 
the logic behind the suppression of people’s 
desire to dance in front of the stage when the 
band is rocking. Anybody who likes rock
music and wasn’t moved to dance to Hush 
Hush’s music needed their pulse taken. So why 
don’t they get up and dance? I did, along with 
a handful of sophomores and freshmen. If you 
like it, get up and dance dammit. It makes the 
band feel like they are getting through to the 
audience; and its a form of praise in some 
cases.
“It’s All the Same," performed a few songs 
later, is one of my favorite Hush Hush songs 
because of its simplicity and melodic melodies 
mixed into the music. Guitarist Jeff Hebert 
provided the hypnotic U2-REM influenced 
guitarwork that impressed many an audience 
member. Because the band has no second
NEW SPEAK STA FF PHOTO/JONATHAN FRENCH
G reg shows the rest o f Hush Hush his 
Pearly W hites as Hush Hush perform s 
for "Cocktails"
ETHICAL ISSUES IN 
BIOTECHNOLOGY
A O  o
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 
7PM, GOMPEI’S PLACE
This presentation will highlight the types of ethical decisions engineers are faced with regarding 
artificial reproduction, parenting, and AIDS
Presented by: 
Professor Thomas Shannon, Humanities 
Department
Sponsored by the Dean of Students Office
guitarist, Jeff was limited to taking a couple of 
solos that evening. But he made the most of it 
by playing a incorporating rhythm and lead 
into his playing style. Another Hush Hush 
favorite called “Double Yellow Line” was 
played a few tunes later. The throbbing bass 
riff that started the song provided the essential 
backbeat to this bum in’ song. Everybody 
struts their stuff in this song— the drivin’ gui­
tar, throbbing bass, and flat-out rocking drums. 
This song conjures up images o f a frantic 
refugee escaping the authorities by driving 90 
miles an hour through Death Valley.
Up until this point in time in the set, the band 
appeared on stage as a trio, with the bassist and 
drum mer sharing the vocal duties. Now they 
introduced their lead singer, Tim “Skinny” 
Membrino. The only way to describe this guy 
is energetic. His singing abilities are limited; 
but who cares? Skinny is an atom smasher on 
stage! The type o f song he can sing the best is 
Hush H ush’s “Black and Blue.” It’s a song 
about the feeling o f being hit by a Mack Truck. 
The next number, “You Bring Me Up,” was 
upbeat and funky. Once again, we see Hush 
Hush’s wide variety of song types. From punk 
to serious rock to comedy rock to dance rock. 
Hush Hush does it all with style. No, they’re 
not going to be whisked away by Warner 
Brother’s to become rock gods but they are 
talented musicians enjoying what they do 
while going to Tech.
They closed the set with a smoking cover of 
“U Stink But I Love U,” by Billy and the 
Boingers. This is a great selection for a cover, 
because it is funny as hell and allows the band 
to ham it up on stage.
Hush Hush got an encore (more or less) at 
the end o f their marathon set (two hours and no 
breaks). To top o f the evening, they “cooled 
down” by playing U2’s “Where the Streets 
Have No Name." Nice job.
Most o f the band members were generally 
pleased with their performance. Guitarist Jeff 
Hebert summed it up by saying that they were 
“raw .”
Although this first “Cocktails” show was 
free, all others in the series will cost $1.00.
Check out the preview of blues guitarist and 
vocalist John Hammond in this very issue of 
N ew speak.
Hammond will bring 
blues to Cocktails
by Troy Nielsn  
N ewspeak S taff
Blues guitarist and vocalist extraordinaire 
John Paul Hammond will perform in Gompei’s 
Place as a part of die social committee's “Cock­
tails” series this Friday. Now John Hammond 
just doesn’t play the blues, he physically pounds 
the blues out of his guitar while either singing his 
guts out or making his harmonica (“blues harp”) 
cry all the way to hell and back. It will definitely 
be a treat so see such an American blues giant 
perform for the miniscule admission price of one 
dollar.
John Paul Hammond, bom in the year 1943 in 
New York City, is the son of legendary tatent 
scout/producer John Hammond Sr. Hammond 
Sr. was a jazz producer for the Columbia in the 
Thirties with musicians such as Billie Holiday, 
Teddy Wilson, Count Basie, and Lester Young, 
Perhaps the most famous talent Hammond Sr. 
discovered was the twenty-year old Bob Dylan, 
who signed with Columbia in 1961.
But right now we should focus on John Paul 
Hammond. At Antioch College in Yellow 
Springs, Ohio, Hammond began to play guitar 
and harmonica while pursuing his studies. Dur­
ing 1963, in New York City. John Hammond 
began his professional career with a blues album 
for Vanguard label. Hammond played dubs 
regularly in the late Sixties and many small con­
cert venues such as the Fillmores and the Matrix 
Ballroom. With over 27 albums to date, Ham­
mond has been able to remain rooted in the 
country delta blues style he loves. You can tell by 
listening to any of his recordings that this blues- 
man understands and respects the elder and 
sometimes mythical black fcluesmen such as 
Howlin’ Wolf and Little Walter. But his biggest 
influence is without a doubt the quintessential 
blues guitarist and vocalist, Robert Johnson. 
Critics of his concerts claim that John Ham­
mond's cover of Johnson’s “Hellhound On My 
Trail” show startingly resemblance to Johnson’s 
playing style.
So head on down to Gompei’s Place on Sep­
tember 8th, 1989 at 9:00 p.m. to see a living blues 
master!
SocComm General 
Assembly Meeting
Thurs. September 7th at 
4:30 in SL104
Anyone interested 
please come and learn 
about our committee’s 
Hope to see you there
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Hush Hush christens Cocktails
by Troy Nielsen
The new entertainment series on campus 
called "Cocktails” received its “baptismal" 
treatment last week on Monday night with the 
performance o f the WPI band "Hush Hush."
Before the review o f the show, here’s a few 
words about this new entertainment series. 
“Cocktails" was created in part by the social 
committee (SocComm) and by a group o f 
concerned students who wanted a kind of cen­
tral location on campus for social gatherings 
and entertainment. The idea here is positive 
on-campus social atmosphere—not a bad idea!
So, right after Barry Drake's outstanding 
and inspiring multi-media presentation of the 
music of the I960's, I stomped down G om pei’s 
Place expecting to see about 50 students wait­
ing for Hush Hush. I almost had a coronary 
when I saw the massive crowd already there! 
All o f the people I talked to (including myself) 
had never seen this large of a crowd in Gom­
pei’s. It was phenomenal.
Pretend you’re in the band— you have this 
huge crowd waiting for you and most of ‘cm 
don 't even know who the hell you are. What do 
you do for entrance? Just walk on stage and say 
“yeah, w e’re the band..." No! You turn on the 
smoke machine behind the drum kit and crank 
up the theme from "Space 200I: A Space 
Odyssey." Personally, I think what Hush Hush 
did for an entrance was silly; but they had to do 
something to create an atmosphere o f suspense 
and wonderment before they actually played 
on stage.
Their near two-hour set opened up w ith "Set 
Me Free," a tune sung by drummer Jon Bird. 
The tune was a good opening tune in that it had 
a strong backbeat without being overpowering 
and had catchy lyrics. Your basic rock/pop 
tune. Hush Hush has a small repertoire o f 
recognizable covers including the next tune 
they performed, R E M s "Finest W orksong." 
Another guaranteed winner. Bassist Greg 
Harrington did a fine job  of providing strong 
and steady vocals over his bass groove, includ­
ing some funky string poppin'.
Interjection time: I can never understand 
the logic behind the suppression o f people’s 
desire to dance in front o f the stage when the 
band is rocking. Anybody who likes rock
music and wasn't moved to dance to Hush 
H ush's music needed their pulse taken. So why 
don’t they get up and dance? I did, along with 
a handful of sophomores and freshmen. If you 
like it, get up and dance dammit. It makes the 
band feel like they are getting through to the 
audience; and its a form of praise in some 
cases.
" I t's  All the Same," performed a few songs 
later, is one of my favorite Hush Hush songs 
because of its simplicity and melodic melodies 
mixed into the music. Guitarist Jeff Hebert 
provided the hypnotic U2-REM influenced 
guitarwork that impressed many an audience 
member. Because the band has no second
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guitarist, Jeff was limited to taking a couple of 
solos that evening. But he made the most o f it 
by playing a incorporating rhythm and lead 
into his playing style. Another Hush Hush 
favorite called “ Double Yellow Line” was 
played a few tunes later. The throbbing bass 
riff that started the song provided the essential 
backbeat to this bum in ' song. Everybody 
struts their stuff in this song— the drivin’ gui­
tar. throbbing bass, and Hat-out rocking drums. 
This song conjures up images o f a frantic 
refugee escaping the authorities by driving 90 
miles an hour through Death Valley.
Up until this point in time in the set, the band 
appeared on stage as a trio, with the bassist and 
drummer sharing the vocal duties. Now they 
introduced their lead singer, Tim “Skinny" 
Membrino. The only way to describe this guy 
is energetic. His singing abilities are limited; 
but who cares? Skinny is an atom smasher on 
stage! The type of song he can sing the best is 
Hush H ush’s "Black and Blue." It’s a song 
about the feeling o f being hit by a Mack Truck. 
The next number, "You Bring Me Up,” was 
upbeat and funky. Once again, we see Hush 
Hush’s wide variety of song types. From punk 
to serious rock to comedy rock to dance rock. 
Hush Hush does it all with style. No, they’re 
not going to be whisked away by Warner 
Brother’s to become rock gods but they are 
talented musicians enjoying what they do 
while going to Tech.
They closed the set with a smoking cover of 
“ U Stink But I Love U.” by Billy and the 
Boingers. This is a great selection for a cover, 
because it is funny as hell and allows the band 
to ham it up on stage.
Hush Hush got an encore (more or less) at 
the end o f their marathon set (two hours and no 
breaks). To top o f the evening, they “cooled 
down" by playing U2's "W here the Streets 
Have No Name." Nice job.
Most of the band members were generally 
pleased with their performance. Guitarist Jeff 
Hebert summed it up by saying that they were 
“ raw."
Although this first “Cocktails" show was 
free, all others in the series will cost $1.00.
Check out the preview o f blues guitarist and 
vocalist John Hammond in this very issue of 
N ewspeak
Hammond will bring 
blues to Cocktails
by Troy Nielsn  
Newspeak S ta ff
Blues guitarist and vocalist extraordinaire 
John Paul Hammond will perform in Gompei’s 
Place as a part of the social committee’s “Cock­
tails” series this Friday. Now John Hammond 
just doesn ’t play the blues, he physically pounds 
the blues out of his guitar while either singing his 
guts out or making his harmonica (“blues harp”) 
cry all the way to hell and back. It will definitely 
be a treat so see such an American blues giant 
perform for the miniscule admission price of one 
dollar.
John Paul Hammond, bom in the year 1943 in 
New York City, is the son of legendary talent 
scout/producer John Hammond Sr. Hammond 
Sr. was a jazz producer for the Columbia in the 
Thirties with musicians such as Billie Holiday, 
Teddy Wilson, Count Basie, and Lester Young. 
Perhaps the most famous talent Hammond Sr. 
discovered was the twenty-year old Bob Dylan, 
who signed with Columbia in 1961.
But right now we should focus on John Paul 
Hammond. At Antioch College in Yellow 
Springs, Ohio, Hammond began to play guitar 
and harmonica while pursuing his studies. Dur­
ing 1963, in New York City, John Hammond 
began his professional career with a blues album 
for Vanguard labei. Hammond played clubs 
regularly in the late Sixties and many small con­
cert venues such as the Fillmores and the Matrix 
Ballroom. With over 27 albums to date, Ham­
mond has been able to remain rooted in the 
country delta blues style he loves. You can tell by 
listening to any of his recordings that this blues­
man understands and respects the elder and 
sometimes mythical black bluesmen such as 
Howlin’ Wolf and Little Walter. But his biggest 
influence is without a doubt the quintessential 
blues guitarist and vocalist, Robert Johnson. 
Critics of his concerts claim that John Ham­
mond’s cover of Johnson's “Hellhound On My 
Trail” show startingiy resemblance to Johnson’s 
playing style.
So head on down to Gompei’s Place on Sep­
tember 8th, 1989 at 9.00 p.m. to see a living blues 
master!
SocComm General 
Assembly Meeting
Thurs. September 7th at 
4:30 in SL104
Anyone interested 
piease come and learn 
about our committee’s 
Hope to see you there
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The WPI Tonight Show
Barry D rake, host o f  the W PI Tonight Show entertains the crow d between  
guests on Sunday, August 27th.
Music Trivia
by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak Staff
For those o f you new to this fine institute, or for those of you new to this column, I’m the 
guy who digs up trivia for your education enhancement pleasure. For those of you who already 
know what I ’m doing, welcome back to the Armpit of the World, Worcester. For the grand 
reopening of the column, I ’ll start off with some general questions in general topics. They’re 
kind of easy.
Q uestions:
1). In what city did John Lennon die?
2). What were the last names o f the dynamic song-writing duo o f the I950’s, composing such
hits suchs as “Kanas City,” “Yakety Yak,” and “Charlie Brown.”
3). What group recorded the song that contained the phrase “heavy metal thunder.”
4). What disc jockey played “race” records for white teenagers in the 1950s? He claims to
have coined the term “rock and roll.”
5). What early 70’s group recorded the hit “All Right Now?”
6). Why did Mick Jones pick the name “The Clash?”
7). What late 70 ’s English punk band boasts band members Captain Sensible and Rat Scabies?
8). In what area of London did the Who form?
9). What L.A. band contains the husband and wife duo of John Doe and Exene?
10). In what year was XTC formed?
A nsw ers:
1). New York Cily
2). Leiber and Stoller
3). Sleppenwolf
4). Alan Freed
5). Free
6). Because "clash” was the word that he felt appeared in the newspapers the most frequently.
7). The Damned
8). Sheperd’s Bush
9). X
10). 1977
Masque Performs in Edinburgh 
Festival
• by Kevin Dahm
WPI Masque sent a small company to 
England this summer to perform in London and 
Edinburgh. The tour included a w eek's stay in 
London, where our company performed twice 
at the Jackson’s Lane Community Center. 
However, the company’s main concern was 
performing in the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, a 
month long international cultural festival 
which is still going on now. This festival 
included such arts as music, photography, and 
crafts as well as theater. M asque’s show, 
“Beast Incarnate,” was one of about 500 at the 
festival. Theo company presented "Beast 
Incarnate” six times at G reyfrar’s Kurk House. 
This was Masque’s second appearance at the 
Fringe festival, and Masque hopes to make this 
an annual event.
The company included New Voices 7 par­
ticipants Stephanie Aprille, Kevin Dahm, 
Steve D elfino , Brian Fennel, W illiam  
Katzman, John Lamkins, Mindy Neligon and 
Brian Weissman, as well as alumni K. Leslie 
Bauman, Ann Palmer and Jim Shea. Masque 
advisor Susan Vick served as the dramaturg 
and director. Our show included three o f the 
more popular plays from New Voices 7. Rob 
Everton’s “Speech 101,” Jim W hite's "W alk­
ing the Line" and Brian Freeman’s "Beast 
Incarnate.” The Edinburgh performances also 
included a monologue “Cathedrals," written 
by WPI alumnus Dean O 'Donnel. The entire 
show was titled "Beast Incarnate” since that 
play was the longest and was used as the finale 
of the show. “Cathedrals” performed by K. 
Leslie Bauman, was a thought provoking 
monologue about a woman who used the 
beauty and peace of a cathedral as a refuge 
from the harsh modem world. “Speech 10 1 ” 
was a comedy about a student (Steve Delfino) 
who was struggling with the pressures of deliv­
ering a speech in class, a task which was made 
much more difficult by the bizarre instructions 
his professor gave him. Imagine his horror 
when he discovered the “professor" (Mindy 
Neligon) was an imposter; just another student 
playing games at his expense. “Walking the 
Line” centered around an actor (Kevin Dahm) 
who was trying to give a monologue, but things 
kept going wrong. The play took a wild twist 
when this actor, armed with a gang, launched 
into a long speech on the sins of mankind and 
threatened to exterminate the human race. 
Finally, “Beast Incarnate” was a drama pre­
senting a frightening look at the aftermath of a 
nuclear war and the harsh, dominating govern­
ment which came into power. This play culm i­
nated in an intense and often emotional dia­
logue between Jerry (Brian Weissman), a re­
bellious citizen whose three best friends had 
just been executed, and Specialman Hoder 
(William Katzman), the official who had per­
formed the executions. The earlier scenes had 
presented the government as irrational and 
cruel, but Hoder explained everything calmly 
and logically. Jerry was left plagued by doubts 
and considering suicide.
The first step in preparing the show was a 
weekend of rehearsal at WPI. This rehearsal 
was difficult in many ways. One problem was 
that the casts were drastically changed. All 
three New Voices 7 plays had the same leading 
actor on the England tour as during the Spring 
Festival, but all other roles, 13 in all, had to be 
re-cast. The actors had the summer to study 
scripts, but had no real practice working with 
each other on stage. Each actor has his own 
interpretation of a role, and the new casts 
brought many changes to the plays. Thus even 
the leads, who had performed their roles be­
fore, had adjustments to make. The size of the 
company was also a problem. Everyone was 
needed both for acting and backstage work. 
Steve and Mindy actually took roles in all three 
plays, and everyone had to contribute quite a 
bit to make the three plays work with only 8 
people. The alumni later added “Cathedrals” 
to the show and provided some useful technical
assistance, but they were not able to join us 
until the end of the week in London. Since 
Susan Vick was already in London, we were 
also without our director. Assistant director 
Brian Weissman handled things well, espe­
cially considering he had not been involved in 
Ihe original production o f "Speech 101” or 
“Walking the Line" during NV7. Bill Bullard, 
the original director of “Walking the Line," 
also helped with the final day of rehearsal. 
Overall great progress was made, but there 
simply w asn't enough time for everything we 
hoped to accomplish.
The opening in London came up quite sud­
denly. There was only one more rehearsal and 
suddenly it was time to perform for an audi­
ence. The performing space in London was 
strange for performers who are used to the 
high-quality sets and lighting which M asque's 
own technicians produce. We were in a room 
which wasn’t intended to be a theater. There 
were no stage lights and the only sound system 
was our own portable box. There was, in fact, 
no stage, just an area of the floor marked off by 
6 foot tall partitions. One commonly used 
entrance to the building actually led right into 
our back stage area, which caused a few unwel­
come distractions during the performances. In 
a way, however, this was all good. The sim­
plicity of the space gave the performances a 
very informal feeling, which was fitting since 
these two shows were mainly intended as 
preparation for Edinburgh. We felt that we had 
put on a pretty good show despite these condi­
tions and know that in Edinburgh we would not 
only have a more orthodox performing area, 
we would also be better prepared. This: knowl­
edge helped build our confidence. At this 
point, the alumni arrived to complete our 
company and we left for Edinburgh.
Audiences for the six performances w eren’t 
very large. The competition of 500 other 
shows, our own lack o f reputation at Ed­
inburgh, and our unpopular 12:15 time slot all 
took their toll. We were fortunate that we 
didn’t play to any completely empty houses. 
The 12:15 time slot did have it’s advantages 
with our own performances out of the way by
2. We could relax for the rest o f the day and see 
many of the other excellent shows at the fringe 
festival. Afterwards we made a list of all the 
shows members of our company had seen 
during the week. There were over 50.
Our performances themselves were quite an 
experience. A week long run o f one show was 
new since most Masque productions are lim­
ited to 2 or 3 showings. It was a welcome 
change. One might think performing the same 
show would get too monotonous and boring, 
but in truth, each show was an exciting new 
chance to atone for yesterday’s mistakes and to 
make improvements. The difference between 
the early shows and the final show was amaz­
ing. The first shows were good but they had 
moments of sloppiness and felt a little ama­
teurish. But by the end of the week everything 
was running much more smoothly. The audi­
ence reaction to the final two performances 
was particularly good, and we could be proud 
of what we had accomplished in the last two 
weeks. It was a little frustrating, however, that 
it was time to go home just when things were 
finally going well.
M asque’s next event will be New Voices 7 , 
which will be performed this Friday at 4:30 in 
Laden Hall. It will feature two plays from New 
Voices 7; Jim W hite’s “W alking the Line” as 
well as Steve Delfino’s “The Miracle o f Life.” 
Admission will be free. People interested in 
joining Masque are especially welcome to 
attend and meet some of M asque’s members. 
Other upcoming events include the second 
production by the new MW Repertory Theater, 
Etc. It will consist of three one-act plays to be 
performed September 29-October 1. Also, 
Masque’s B-term show this year will be 
Shakespeare’s “Macbeth.” Audition dates for 
Macbeth have not been set yet but will be 
coming soon.
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Education funding increasing 
slower than prison spending
(CPS) —  Despite political rhetoric that edu­
cation has become a top priority, states’ spend­
ing on prisons is growing at a faster rate than 
spending on schools, a new study of state 
budgets has found. The survey by the National 
Conference o f State Legislatures (NASL) 
shows that, although education still gets about 
50 percent o f  state budgets, the percentage 
allocated to it is decreasing while Medicaid 
and prisons are getting more money. “Drugs 
and law and order are issues that are much more 
salient than education. Because of the pressure 
on those, they will continue to be more com ­
petitive for state funding,” said Russell Edger- 
ton, president o f the American Association for 
Higher Education, headquartered in W ashing­
ton, D.C. Spending on prisons rose by 14 .1 
percent and M edicaid increased by 10.4 per­
cent among the states. Higher education fund­
ing, on the other hand, increased only 7.3 per­
cent. “The cut in money to education means 
that students will have to pay a bigger cost," 
said Steve Gold, the NASL’s director o f fiscal 
affairs. “However, as tuitions are rising, there 
has also been an increase in the availability of 
loans.”
Gold and Edgerton noted some states did 
better. West Virginia budgeted 25.7 percent 
more for education. Next were Illinois, with a 
17.7 increase, Nevada and New Hampshire 
(16.8), Ohio (15.2), and Georgia (I4 .7 ). Mas­
sachusetts, on the other hand, cut $39.3 million 
from its higher education budget. Students had 
to make up much o f the difference with a 7.7 
percent tuition increase. The cuts in Massa­
chusetts translated into l ,900 canceled courses 
for the 120,000 full-time students, and job  
losses for 1,200 part-time teachers.
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Pizza Hut appearing on many campuses
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attracting to the university Union area students 
who used to go downtown to eat,” added Dr. 
Stephen H.Peterson of Central Missouri State 
University (CMSU) in W arrensburg, where 
Marriott has been testing the kiosk idea. Stu­
dents do seem to love the idea. For instance. 
Pizza Hut sold 1,200 pizzas —  enough for one 
of every eight students —  the first day its kiosk 
was open at CMSU. There are now two kiosks 
on campus. At George Washington Univer­
sity, another test site, staffers projected selling 
800 to 1,000 pizzas a day. Within two weeks. 
Pizza Hut was selling that many pizzas just 
during the lunch hour. Now, GW is selling 
about 1,500 pizzas a day and has just added a 
second kiosk, said Julius Green, director of 
auxiliary services. “The pizzas are super 
popular.” said John David Morris, president of 
G W 's student association. “There is always a 
line a mile long at lunch.”
At most campuses, students can use their 
meal card to “charge" pizzas. For example, the 
meal program at G W includes 10 meals a week, 
plus $200 per semester that students can use at 
any location on campus that sells food. Brian 
Reser. a CMSU sophomore, says using his 
meal card is easy. “ It’s nice not to have to use 
cash.” he said. Pizza Hut also finds it nice. The 
kiosks cost one-tenth the amount needed to 
build a traditional Pizza Hut restaurant, but can 
generate up to one-half of the sales o f a restau­
rant, said Marriott spokeswoman Kathy Boyle. 
The “traditional” small pizza places that have 
always catered to students, of course, still must 
cope with "traditional” costs, including taxes 
that campus ventures, by virtue of being non­
profit firms, don’t have to pay. Off-campus 
business groups have been mounting legal
challenges at a quickening pace in recent years 
as colleges start selling computers, pizzas and 
even pharmaceuticals in competition with 
local companies. In April, a California appeals 
court, for example, ruled the state’s 107 com ­
munity college bookstores would have to stop 
selling books not used in their classes because 
the schools, which don’t have to charge stu­
dents taxes, were competing unfairly with off- 
campus stores. Georgetown University and the 
universities of Colorado and Utah, among 
others, have been sued by angry local busi­
nesspeople for allegedly unfairly competing 
with them during 1989. On the other hand, 
colleges forcefully keep local firms from sell­
ing on their campuses. Loyola University of 
New Orleans banned a local pizza parlor from 
advertising on campus in March, 1988. In 
September, 1988, the University of Miami 
adopted strict leafletting policy to keep sales 
flyers off campus. The Marriott deal with 
Pizza Hut. D avis's Luna claimed, is more of 
the same. "It seems that the university is 
getting more and more involved in retail activi­
ties which aren 't fair competition," he said. 
Katie Scully, owner of Heroes in Warrensburg, 
said the kiosks at the CMSU campus haven’t 
hurt her business, which serves a variety of 
burgers, steaks and Mexican food. "However, 
if I owned a pizza place I wouldn't be very 
happy." she said. G W 's Morris, who has eaten 
“30 or 40 pizzas," doesn't believe that it’s 
unfair competition. “ I go there because the 
price is right and it’s convenient. It doesn't 
take me away from other businesses.”
“O f course,” he added, " if I'm  eating here, 
then I’m not going there (tooff-cam pus restau­
rants).
TKE dumps pledging
(CPS) —  The Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity 
ordered its member chapters to scrap their 
pleding programs this fall, hoping to stop 
hazing. TKE was the second national frater­
nity in a week to do so. TKE, following Zeta 
Beta Tau's lead, is following a 1988 National 
Interfratemity Council (NIC) proposal that 
frats find new ways to recruit members. In­
stead o f a pledge period, new recruits will be 
initiated immediately, said T.J. Schmitz, 
TKE’s executive president. "Hazing has long 
been a problem in the fraternity system," 
Schmitz said.”We have tried numerous pro­
grams to eradicate (hazing) from the fraternity, 
but so far none has accomplished the task.”
Nighttime security service 
starts offering men rides
* Up to $6,000/year in tuition reimbursement!
* Earn $8-9/hour to start as a Package Handler!
* Up to $2,000/year in additional cash awards!
* Full Benefits for Part-time work!
* Potential Promotion to Supervisor, before graduation.
When you work as a UPS Package Handler in our Shrewsbury 
facility's early morning or late night shifts, you’re eligible for 
up to $6,000 in tuition reimbursement every year - $2,000 
each semester (after taxes)! Eligible shifts: approx. 11:00pm- 
4:00am and approx. 3:15am-8:15am.
.(CPS) —  Pizza Hut pizzas soon may be 
available just outside dorms on as many as 450 
campuses nationwide, leaving off-campus 
business people piping hot. Marriott Food and 
Services Management, which runs food facili­
ties on 450 colleges and schools, said in late 
August it has signed an agreement with Pizza 
Hut to operate Pizza Hut kiosks directly on 
campus grounds. Marriott installed a similar 
program —  in which students can charge spe­
cial 6-inch pizzas with their meal cards —  for 
D omino’s at the University o f North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill last winter. As a result one local 
off-campus pizza parlor, Howie’s, folded.
while another, G um by’s, saw its share of the 
UNC pizza market fall from 45 percent to 10 
percent. “This is not an operation that serves 
the students’ academic needs," complained 
Dick Luna, president of the Chamber of C om­
merce in Davis, Calif., where Marriott recently 
put up a Pizza Hut kiosk at the University of 
Califomia-Davis. “ It is a direct retail opera­
tion.”
Ali Khallaghi, owner o f Mountain Mike’s 
restaurant in Davis, reported that half his cus­
tomers are students, and expects the on-cam- 
pus pizza kiosks will diminish his sales. “ It 
appears the Pizza Hut name and kiosk are
said the decision to formally invite men to the 
program, which is being renamed “Niterides," 
was prompted by an increase of unprovoked 
attacks on men during the 1988-89 school year. 
She added the program also was unknowingly 
violating federal anti-biaslaws by not allowing 
men to use the service. The University of 
Wisconsin at Madison was sued last year by 
former student Peter Diegnan, who charged 
UW 's W omens' Transportation Authority —  
which is in part funded by the school —  was 
discriminatory because it refused to allow men 
to answer its phones or drive its vans. 
O ’Shaughnessey and Ul police officer Irvin 
Summers don’t think many men will use Nit­
erides, but believe the program will remain 
popular. “O ur service has been running since 
1974," O 'Shaughnessey said. "It was probably 
most popular last year because we had a serial 
rapist on campus. Once he was caught we had 
a drop, but it was not significant.”
Students at Oregon State, Ohio State and 
Kent State universities and at the University of 
Oregon have all tried to launch escort services 
in th# wake o f well-publicized campus crimes, 
but the services folded as memories o f the 
incidents faded.
7pm, 
. at
m
An Equal Opportunity Employer W/F
(CPS) —  W omen’s W heels, the University 
of Illinois’ nighttime security service for fe­
males, has begun giving rides to men, too. “We 
decided it’s not fair to deny men a ride, not that 
we ever would have if they’d requested one." 
explained Mary Ellen O ’Shaughnessey, UI’s 
assistant dean of students. O ’Shaughnessey
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EDITORIAL
Registration should have been smoother
W elcom e back to o u r first regular issue o f the year. 
R eturning to W PI m eans seeing all o f your friends that 
you m issed all sum m er, and for freshm en, it’s a totally 
new experience and a tim e to make a lot o f  new friends. 
S tarting the year at W PI also means m ove in and registra­
tion.
The Sunday before classes started, alm ost all the 
people w ho live in on-cam pus housing showed up. About 
one half show ed up in the first hour o f  the announced 
starting tim e. The lines were short; everything was quite 
orderly considering the num ber o f people m oving in such 
a sm all period of time.
LETTERS/COMMENTARY
M onday, registration for classes began. Here, it was 
quite a different story. In the m orning, registration was 
for seniors only. Everyone had been through the same 
procedure about six tim es already, and were fam iliar with 
it. The potential for an orderly registration was there. 
Many people showed up one half hour to fifteen m inutes 
early, and the line grew quickly at 9:(X), when registration 
was supposed to start. However, registration did not even 
start until 9:30.
There was no explanation for the half hour delay. The 
only m ajor activity seemed to be constantly rearranging
the guide ropes for the course change line. For that we 
waited a half hour? WPI has been registering students for 
124 years. That should be enough experience to set up 
those really com plicated rope lines m ore quickly or even 
ahead o f time.
As an added inconvenience, registration did not remain 
open an extra half hour, to 12:30, to m ake up the half 
hour lost in the morning.
Next sem ester, the reg istrar's  office could take some 
advice from the housing office about running a smooth 
registration.
Greeks should not 
be blamed
Observations from the Asylum
What I did on my summer vacation
To the Editor:
On this past Thursday evening the 
WPI comm unity was presented with a 
film on date rape. It was titled 
“Against Her W ill.” The film was 
well attended by both men and 
women. Viewers were shown how 
ignorance, violence, or the desire to 
show power may lead a man to date 
rape. It showed how fear, embarrass­
ment, and the ordeal of prosecution 
may keep a woman from telling her 
story, and bringing the rapist to ju s­
tice. This informative presentation 
was marred by one significant bias. 
This bias was later evident among a 
certain portion o f the viewers during 
discussion o f the film.
There seems to be a desire among 
many people to place the blame for the 
ills o f society in places that they are 
powerless to change. People are often 
quick to blame others who they do not 
understand. The blame in this case 
has been directed against fraternities.
The implication was that fraterni­
ties create an environment in which 
date rape is condoned or even encour­
aged. Placing blame instead of offer­
ing solutions is fruitless. So is creat­
ing a scapegoat to explain a much 
larger problem. Men join fraternities 
for many reasons, but one o f the most 
important is to be part o f a group in 
which they feel comfortable. A man 
who is so lacking in morality or com­
mon sense that he is able to have sex 
with a woman without her consent 
may well feel most comfortable 
around others with similar shortcom­
ings. However, to imply that the 
group itself is responsible for such 
deviance is an extreme leap o f imagi­
nation.
Dn the contrary, a group such as a 
fraternity has a much greater power 
and interest in seeing that its member­
ship is well educated and in good 
standing with its community.
Blaming the Greek system for all 
the problems on college campuses 
only serves to increase disharmony, 
and remove responsibility from the 
independent student. If you feel that a 
particular house lacks in respect for 
women, do not merely place blame, 
take action. Speak to the president or 
another officer o f the house, or ask a 
campus police officer to do so for you. 
No Greek wants his organization to 
carry a negative reputation. Be aware 
also of other individuals or organiza­
tions with similar deficiencies. Date 
rape is a problem much larger than 
any one organization. It is a problem 
best fought with action and education 
rather than pointless blame and igno­
rance.
Adam Pease
Pledge Educator
Zeta Psi
by Alton Reich 
Newspeak S taff
Ask Mike & Melanie
Where are all the photos?
W elcome back all upperclassmen 
and a big welcome to the freshmen. 
This colum n is devoted to anyone who 
wonders why something happened or 
needs advice. I (and now we) have 
vowed to try to answer any question 
received. In the past, there have been 
letters from people wondering who 
program s the noon time carillon 
(music) to a person whose roommate 
told him that he was a homosexual. 
The M and M stand for Mike and 
Melanie. For the past two and a half 
years it was called “Ask Mike.” 
However, a certain person (could be 
Melanie) thought a female opinion 
would round the column out. Though 
the old column was not sexist, it was 
thought to be missing female feelings. 
Now on to this w eek’s questions.
W hy a re  th e re  so few g irls in this 
y e a r’s freshm an  class?
The textbook response is that WPI 
offers acceptance to several thousand 
people. If more males accept than 
females by a certain date, then the 
school must go with what they have. 
The Class o f ’93 will have to live with 
a bad ratio o f men to women.
The second question involves a 
news story I was working on.
W hat happened  to the freshm an 
photos in the  S tudent H andbook?
Almost all upperclassmen have 
wondered where the traditional pho­
tos, names, and addresses of the fresh­
men have disappeared to. The deci­
sion was made by Nancy Hunter 
Denney to cancel the tradition. There 
are rumors as to why this was done, 
but Mrs. Denney had already left 
when I called her office.
For whatever reason the photo­
graphs and names were canceled, it 
will have an adverse effect. I have 
already heard complaints from pro­
fessors (it was easier to check class 
lists to names and faces), Daka (they 
could get the real names of trouble­
makers), and students trying to find 
people from their hometowns. I 
wonder if the administration and Mrs. 
Denney thought of these areas before 
cancelling the annual photographs.
Need help with a problem? Ask us, 
w e'll help Write to M andM  b o x2142 
or 2700.
Get a Clue! Join Newspeak!
Remember when you were in grade 
school and you returned after the 
summer? W hat’s the first thing the 
teacher made you do? She made you 
write a composition: What I did on 
My Summer Vacation. I used to hate 
writing those because I never did 
anything worth talking about.
I d idn’t do anything worth talking 
about this summer either, I just 
needed a title for this column.
Lots of things did happen this 
summer around here, though. The 
reactor finally shipped off the HEU 
(high enriched Uranium) fuel a few 
weeks ago. [To the Physics Depart­
ment: Sorry about dropping Prof. 
Goloskie. We had to glue his arm 
back on, betcha d idn’t even notice.) 
The saga o f this shipment is worse 
than most bad horror books. It all 
started back in May when we began 
loading shipping casks. We were
halfway done when the Sierra Club (a 
bunch o f anti nuke 
[my editor would get upset if I used 
truly appropriate language]) decided 
to sue Savannah River, the reprocess­
ing plant that got our fuel. Savannah 
River thought that they couldn’t take 
our fuel, so we couldn’t ship it. It 
turned out later in the week that they 
could, but it was too late then, because 
we d idn’t have a truck to haul it.
Since we would be sitting on the 
fuel for as long as it took to arrange 
another shipment, we had to put it 
back in the pool. There was one good 
point to handling the fuel so much, we 
got good at it. The first time we 
loaded, the process was well thought 
out, but there were still some glitches. 
When we finally shipped about a 
month ago things ran smoother. All 
the problems we had the first time had 
been fixed. We had much better 
shielding. During the shipping we 
had the highest radiation levels ever in 
the reactor facility. They weren’t
harmful, but it really is impressive to 
see all that radiation in one place.
The rest of the summer really was 
uninteresting. W orcester is a bit of a 
boring place, and I was very busy. 
What I did discover, though, is the 
difference between the kind of music 
that Beth likes, and the kind that I like. 
I like music that has words that you 
can hear. Beth doesn’t really care 
about words. This was really driven 
home when she took me to the C inder­
ella concert. I figured that I see a 
pumpkin turned into a stagecoach, 
and mice, and stuff. Then she told me 
that it was the rock group. Boy, was I 
disappointed. I know that their songs 
have words, but I couldn’t hear any. 
I’d like to hear them without any amps 
at all. Can they really play those 
things, or are they faking it. I figure 
they can play, but it would put my 
mind at ease.
Well, have a good year all. More 
important stuff next week.
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by Jeffrey Yoder
“What is IQP Insights?" you ask. Well, it is 
a column that will inform you about recent 
interesting IQP topics. It’s purpose is to ex­
pose exciting project topics to students that are 
looking for IQPs.
Sixteen students spent this past D-term in 
London completing their IQPs. These students 
were divided into five project teams. This 
week I am writing about one o f these project 
teams.
Four students, Michelle Brideau, Stacey 
Cotton, Richard Wood and Jeffrey Yoder are 
an IQP team that focused on the use of telecom­
muting to reduce London’s traffic problem. 
Telecommuting is basically the act of using 
electronic equipment, (i.e. PCs w/modems, 
facsimile machines), to communicate with a 
main office from a distance. This is best 
exemplified by software designers that use a 
modem to work at home while still being able 
to communicate with their supervisor.
This project was sponsored by Ferranti 
International, a very large electronics corpora­
tion based in London. Their interest lies in the 
possibility o f using their com m unication 
equipment to help reduce the traffic congestion 
around London.
This IQP was the second IQP in this area o f 
study. The first study examined how profes­
sionals felt about the possibility of working 
from home. This initial study found that in the 
London area, professions would not be able to 
work from home because of too many distrac­
tions.
This second IQP focused on the possibility 
o f professionals utilizing a Neighborhood 
Work Center. This center would house all o f 
the necessary electronic equipment and be lo­
cated near the professionals’ homes. This 
center could be used one or two days of the 
week by employees from different companies. 
In this way the work center would be shared 
and potentially used every day.
It was the goal of the IQP team to determine 
who could use such a center and what equip­
ment would be needed. The team approached 
this goal by distributing over l (XX) brief ques­
tionnaires to locate potential users. These 
questionnaires were distributed to a neighbor­
hood outside o f London. From these question­
naires the team determined an estimate of how 
many users could be found to use these centers. 
They also arranged interviews with persons 
who were very interested in Neighborhood 
Work Centers. From these interviews the team 
determined what equipment would be neces­
sary at a work center.
At the completion of this project, Brideau, 
Cotton, W ood and Yoder found the amount of 
interest from professionals to be high enough 
to recommend that Ferranti International es­
tablish a trial Neighborhood Work Center. 
This trial center would be used as a model for 
future work centers.
Since only five projects are completed at 
London in D-term, not everyone who wants to, 
can, do their IQP there. So there is an interview 
process to be selected to do your IQP in Lon­
don. If you are interested in doing your IQP in 
D-term 19 9 1 in London, then watch for upcom­
ing notices from the Project Office for this 
year’s selection process.
by Jeffrey Coy 
Associate Editor 
and John Bell
After the quick summer recess, the time has 
come to welcome all the new freshmen to the 
campus. After more than a week at WPI, you 
probably already have become adjusted to 
many of the new experiences and changes 
which college life entails. Among all the 
information bombarding you, you’ve undoubt­
edly heard much about W PI’s Greek system 
and Greek life in general, both good and bad. 
Unfortunately, many freshmen arrive at cam ­
pus with preconceived notions concerning the 
Greek system, many of w hich stem from media 
stereotypes.
In a few short weeks, the period of formal 
rushing will begin. Within that time you will 
have to make an important decision concerning 
whether or not to “go G reek," and, if so, which 
fraternity is right for you. We feel that such a 
decision should be an informed one. It is our 
intent to help you understand the Greek sys­
tem, because the more information you have, 
the better able you are to make a wise choice.
Ever since its founding in 1886, the Greek 
system at WPI has been guided by four basic 
and wide-ranging principles: Com m unity 
Service, Social Involvement, Scholarship, and 
Friendship.
One of the major facets of Greek life is 
Philanthropy, and it is unfortunate that many 
non-Greeks do not see this aspect o f the sys­
tem. We believe that our house is representa­
tive of others on campus. In the past year, our 
brothers have volunteered for numerous chari­
table causes. Past events includc working at 
the “Mustard Seed,” a local soup kitchen, host­
ing holiday parties for the Worcester O rphan­
age, fund-raising for the Easter Seals, the Red 
Cross. Multiple Sclerosis, the AIDS Founda­
tion, the Arthritis Foundation, and several 
others. In fact, donations for the past year 
totalled more than $5.(X)(). Again, this figure is 
quite typical for the Greek system.
Quite often the most common misconcep­
tion o f Greek life is the idea of continuous 
social activity. While, of course, there is not 
“nonstop partying,” the Greek system does 
provide a good, positive social outlet. By the 
very nature of the Greek system, it is very easy 
to make friendships which can last a lifetime.
Scholarship is another area of concern for 
many incoming freshman. While WPI does not 
maintain GPA records, nation wide the Greek 
system consistently outperforms the all m ens’ 
average. Fraternities provide the opportunity 
to tap the wealth, knowledge, and experience, 
o f the upper-classmen, an opportunity not 
always afforded to Independents. In addition, 
all fraternities provide a structured scholarship 
program, including tutoring services, libraries 
and computer facilities.
With out a doubt, the most important aspect 
of fraternal life is the bond forged in the chapter 
house. Living with 50 of your closest friends 
provides a closeness and a camaraderie that 
will last a lifetime. This, above all else, should 
be the major factor when deciding whether or 
not to go Greek.
So decide which route is best for you, 
whetherGreek or not Greek. And we hope your 
choice will be made on the basis o f knowledge, 
understanding, and wisdom.
John Bell '90 and Je ff Coy '91 are, respec­
tively, President and Vice President o f the WPI 
chapter o f Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Now Open Till 1 AM Fridays & Saturdays!
CHICKEN 
N’ RIB
ONLY BBQ PLACE IN TOWN! 
★  ★  ★  ★  4 STAR RATING
755-5599
177 Chandler St., Worcester
★ Fried Chicken
★ Fried Shrimp Baskets 
’n Dinners
★ Teriyaki Chicken 
’n Wings
★ Steak on a Stick
★ Grinders
★ Milk, Soda
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Introducing Jamaican Jurk Chicken
SOCCOMM
and
Lens and Lights
present
“Rainman”
Sunday, Sept. 10th, 1989, 
6:30 & 9:30 pm, 
Alden Hall 
Admission $2.00
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A little brighter: What is Chiron?
by Isaac Asimov
There is something out beyond 
Saturn that has been puzzling astrono­
mers for a dozen years. It is some sort 
of heavenly body, by exactly what 
kind was unclear. Now, its true iden­
tity may finally be emerging.
The story started on Nov. I, 1977, 
when the American astronomer Char­
les Kowal discovered what seemed to 
be an asteroid that was moving 
slowly, very slowly. The more slowly 
an asteroid moves, the farther it is 
from the sun. and this one was farther 
than any asteroid ever seen, for it 
circled the sun beyond the orbit of 
Saturn.
The only small objects that had 
ever been seen as far as Saturn or 
beyond were the satellites that circled
the distant planets: Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune and Pluto. What Kowal had 
discovered was a small object that 
moves in an independent orbit around 
the sun, moving around it sometimes 
at about the distance of Saturn’s orbit, 
and then moving out as far away as the 
orbit of Uranus. Its orbit is tilted in 
such a way, however, that it stays far 
below or above those two planets as it 
moves through its own orbit. There is 
no danger of a collision.
Kowal looked for it in old photo­
graphs of appropriate portions of the 
sky and worked out its orbit. It circled 
the sun every 5 1 years. Its orbit car­
ried it to within 790 million miles of 
the sun at one end and out as far as 
1740 million miles at the other end. 
Because it seems to gallop endlessly 
closer to and further from the orbits of 
Saturn to Uranus, Kowal named it 
Chiron after the most famous centaur 
(those half-man. half-horse creatures) 
in the Greek myths.
The question arose as to what it 
might be. It might be an asteroid. It 
is fairly large, for it is 112 miles 
across, but there are asteroids o f that 
size known. The only trouble with 
that notion is its distance from the sun. 
All the asteroids we know have all or
part o f their orbits in the space be­
tween Jupiter and Mars (the “asteroid 
belt"). A few tiny asteroids are known 
with orbits inside that of Mars, but 
Chiron would be the only asteroid we 
know with an orbit that lies entirely 
beyond that of Jupiter.
O f course, the more distant an as­
teroid, the harder it is to see. Perhaps 
the outer solar system beyond Jupiter 
is littered with asteroids, which are so 
far away we can’t see them from 
Earth. Perhaps we only just barely 
make out Chiron because it is unusu­
ally large for an asteroid. Perhaps 
when the day comes that we have 
telescopes in orbit far out in space, we 
will discover many more Chiron-like 
objects.
On the other hand. Chiron may be 
a comet. Comets are known to exist 
far out in the solar system. Chiron is 
large for a comet, to be sure, some 
2000 times as massive as Hailey’s 
comet, for instance, but perhaps some 
comets might be that large.
Chiron showed no signs o f being a 
comet, however. There is this differ­
ence between an asteroid and a comet: 
an asteroid is made up, mostly or 
entirely, of racky or metallic m ateri­
als that do not vaporize even when
red-hot. A comet is made up mostly of 
icy materials that vaporize when 
heated, forming a dusty cloud about 
itself. That’s why comets, as they 
near the sun, grow fuzzy and develop 
a long tail.
Chiron showed no signs o f fuzzi­
ness, but that may be because it is so 
far from the sun that is receives insuf­
ficient heat to vaporize its ice. Chi­
ron, was however, near its maximum 
distance from the sun when it was 
discovered in 1977, and it has been 
approaching ever since. It will reach 
its minimum distance in 1996.
That means that since it was dis­
covered, it has been edging closer and 
closer to the sun and getting wanner 
and warmer.
Naturally, as it gets closer to the 
sun, it receives and reflects more light 
so that it gets brighter. Astronomers 
have a pretty good idea as to just how 
an asteroid would brighten as it ap­
proaches the sun, and even as early as 
November. 1987, it seemed that Chi­
ron was becoming just a little brighter 
than it ought to be.
Now. Karen J Meech of the Uni­
versity of Hawaii and Michael J A 
Belton at Kitt Peak Observatory in 
Tucson, report further brightening
that can only be the result o f sunlight 
reflected from an atmosphere o f va­
pors developing about Chiron. This 
would seem to mean that Chiron is not 
an asteroid but is a giant comet after 
all.
Perhaps it is not unusually large for 
a comet. Perhaps very many of the 
comets that are thought to exist far 
beyond the orbit of Pluto, are that 
large. The ones we see close up, after 
all, are those that come into our own 
vicinity, very near the sun, over and 
over again. Each time they approach 
the sun, much of their substance va­
porizes so that they are now much 
smaller than they once were.
If an object as large as Chiron had 
its orbit altered by planetary pull and 
was made to drop into our section of 
the solar system, it would lose so 
much vapor that it would develop a 
giant cloud about itself that would be 
larger that the sun, and a tail that 
would be hundreds of millions of 
miles long and stretch half way across 
the sky. Several giant comets like that 
were observed in the 1800s, but in our 
own century, alas, we have seen only 
puny examples. We can only stare at 
Chiron and think o f the sights we are 
missing.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE 
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop 
management and leadership skills. Builds your 
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable 
candidate in the job market.
There’s no obligation until your junior year, 
but stick with it and you’ll have what it takes to 
succeed — in college and in life.
LEADERSHIP
I*cellencE
A R M Y  R O T C
T H E  S M A R T E S T  C O L L E G E  
C O U R S E  Y O U  C A N  T A K E .
FIND OUT MORE. CONTACT CAPTAIN CUGNO 
IN ROOM 28 OF HARRINGTON AUDITORIUM OR 
CALL 752-7209.
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FUN PAGE
History BufTs
Even as the commercialized re­
membrances of the 1969 Woodstock 
music festival finished failing mis­
erably, the National Association For 
The Advancement of Time called for 
a “ Boycott the Past Week.”
“W e’re getting pretty fed up with 
baby boomers reliving their child­
hood in prime time,” complained 
NAFTAT President Bruce Elliott, 27, 
o f Los Angeles. “Meanwhile, all 
other lives are brushed aside as irrele­
vant. We want to end the sixties in our 
lifetim e.”
“The voice of today is being buried 
under an avalanche of retro-culture,”
ODD MAN OUT by Jon  St. Pierre
Elliott maintained. “When four out of 
five pop radio stations play oldies, 
when topical theater is pushed aside 
for a revival o f ‘Hair,’ something is 
wrong.”
Buff Buffs
As of mid-August, only 27 of the 
2,800 incoming freshmen at the Uni­
versity of South Carolina had re­
quested rooms in the two dorms in 
which USC has imposed a new rule 
banning overnight visits by members 
o f the opposite sex.
Cruising For Students
It may be far smaller than South
& John  M ahassel
News briefs from around the country
her to the movies.
Who says Poli Sci Doesn’t Apply 
To Real Life?
Officials at Pan American Univer­
sity in Edinburg, Texas, say they’ve 
hired a collection agency to try to pry 
$9,100 owed to the university out of 
the Texas County Judges Association. 
The association, it seems, still hasn’t 
paid for facilities used to stage a Janu­
ary, 1988, debate by the six Demo­
crats then vying for their party’s 
presidential nomination.
More Examples Of How Science 
Enriches Our Lives
Citing the results o f a Cornell 
University study that determined how 
to configure women’s washrooms. 
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo in July 
signed a law that will require all pub­
lic buildings erected in the state after 
June 1, 1990 to include six toilets in 
women’s rooms for every four in 
m en’s rooms.
Honing Fine Collegiate Minds 
To Compete Against The Japanese 
Some Day
1. A Michigan State University 
radio station staged an “Undy 500” 
footrace in which students dressed 
only in their underwear competed for 
tickets to a concert by The Who.
2. Agriculture students from Iowa 
State University won the Weed Bowl 
at the University of Illinois, in which 
participants had to identify weeds, 
suggest the correct chemical to kill 
them, and recognize herbicide failure 
within a certain period of time.
3. Sigma Alpha Epsilon brothers at 
the University of Connecticut have 
dropped plans to try to get into the 
Guiness Book of World Records by 
concocting a 350-gallon milkshake. 
In what could be an ominous trend in 
the nation’s Collective Subconscious, 
SAE members at Dartmouth appar­
ently had come up with the exact same 
idea. Both chapters gave up when 
Guiness editors awarded the record to 
a Bridgeport, Conn., radio station that 
managed to mix a 1,500-gallon shake.
Sex curriculum clipped
(CPS) —  Nassau Community Col­
lege students won’t be going to gay 
bars or chatting with prostitutes any 
more in their human sexuality course. 
The Nassau County Board of Supervi­
sors threatened to reject the school’s 
budget, and thereby delay the start of 
the fall semester, unless the home­
work was modified. Also nixed from 
the class were assignments such as 
masturbating, taking a bubble bath, 
and viewing 80 slides o f male and 
female genitalia. Students will get to 
see a film that explicitly portrays 
sexual intercourse. This isn’t the first 
time that such “sex” courses have got­
ten a rise out of schools' governing 
boards. Last year at Villanova Uni­
versity, a Catholic school in Pennsyl­
vania. a religious studies professor 
was criticized for allowing a student
to show a sexually explicit video in a 
“Christian Marriage in the Modern 
W orld” course. And in 1986 Cerritos 
College in California dropped two 
sex-relationship courses after a de­
bate about whether the course mate­
rial was “appropriate.”
O ther unusual courses already 
have raised eyebrows this year. The 
University of Nevada-Reno unveiled 
the first gambling institute July 1 
where students can eventually earn 
undergraduate minor degrees. The 
program is in response to the growing 
interest in gambling, with many states 
getting into gambling to generate gov­
ernment revenue. San Francisco State 
University students this fall will be 
able to take a course titled “Homeless­
ness and Public Policy,” in which they 
can live on the streets for a while.
What the Heck is This?
O dd M an Out Corp 1989
W hat the Heck is T his? is a w eekly challenge to the students to figure out what item  on cam pus 
is pictured here. All m em bers o f  the W PI com m unity are eligible to enter by subm itting a note 
to N ew speak, box 2700, with your name and a discription  o f what this is. A ll entries are due by 
th is Friday. The w inner is draw n by random  from  all correct entries. T h e w inner receives a 
FR EE Dom ino pizza.
ZOO u. b y  M a r k  W e i t z m a n
Carolina, but Daytona Beach (Fla.) 
Community College appears to have a 
little bit better sense o f what actually 
interests students. Hoping to con­
vince students to enroll, DBCC ran a 
series o f sexually suggestive ads in 
the personals columns o f local news­
papers during the summer. A sample: 
“Single woman looking for intellec­
tual man to discuss English literature, 
philosophies of the Western World 
and to take some classes of mutual 
interest at Daytona Beach Commu­
nity College. Signed, Bright Eyes.” 
In another ad, a fictional “Sally” 
offered to let a man who took an air 
conditioning course at the school take
S w i i a *  • /. * , | i^ eTT^ -mqn
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Grand Opening
with 
John Hammond 
Blues Guitarist 
Friday Sept. 8th at 9pm in Gompei’s
only $100 admission 
Don’t miss it!
Co-Sponsor: Freshman Residence Halls
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CLUB CORNER/GREEK CORNER
the house ready for the Nibs (who need all the 
help they can get)!
Welcome back also to those Brothers who 
have been away for a while. Serge, Trip, and 
Jeff. W e’re all pulling you Jeff to finish that 
MQP.
Convention this year was held in Cherry 
Hill, NJ with Pete Anamasi and Jay McGaf- 
figan attending and accepting our awards. 
Crow Bowl East is coming soon, with the team 
shaping through rigorous practice headed by 
Coach Tripoli.
The team promises to be well fed with the 
addition of our new cook, Mark.
And finally, w e’d like to congratulate Me­
linda Nadeau as our newest “Friend of the 
Fraternity."
Good Luck to everyone in A-Term. We 
hope to see all of the Grads back for the 25th 
anniversary homecoming.
Phi Sigma Sigma
Welcome back Phi Sig Sig! I hope everyone 
had an exceptional summer. Congratulations 
to our Gamma Iota chapter o f  Phi Sigma Sigma 
for the collection of awards we received at 
Leadership Training School (LTS) this sum ­
mer. Our dedication and spirit continues to pay 
off. Speaking of LTS:ask Patty Dube and 
Donna Toche about their “ Excellent Adven­
ture” down to Williamsburg, Va. In other 
news: congratulations to Avie Barlow and 
Leandra Clark on receipt of their Theta Chi and 
Phi Sig Kap fraternity pins, respectively. 
G imp update: 3 weeks with velcro leg orna­
ment; 3 months of “caution”. Remember to 
help the “FUND” . Personal Hi to Kim Duff. 
Until we meet again, LITP.
Tau Kapa Epsilon
Lets get down to business without any wel­
come stuff. The summer party held July 14th 
was a total success. We also had lots o f  Russell 
St parties too. Congratulations to our new 
social chaiman Pete Kofod, may the beer flow 
freely. COnclave (our biennial international 
meeting) was held in Indianapolis, IN. A 
beautiful city with lots Tekes involved in the 
government o f that state. It was a really fun 
time, just imagine 550 plus Tekes in the Hyatt 
hotel, luckily I d idn’t have to put down the 
damage deposit. We received two Interna­
tional awards for excellence in Alumni Rela­
tions and in Public Relations. We are continu­
ing our support in Habitat for Humanity, a 
project to give better housing to low income 
families. Besides this project, we have con­
tacted the Up with People music group to host 
some o f their members at our house during 
their tour. The group will play in Worcester on 
October 18. W e’ve also held a great retreat in 
Morgan, Vt. lots of partying and high goals and 
standard were set at this meeting. I didn’t make 
it to Montreal this year byt the rest of the group 
did and had a great time at club supersex. One 
of the goals set was to break the record o f 73 
kegs during the last A-term and a better and 
modem pledge program. Fraters, stand and be 
recognized. Clap, clap, clap...
Zeta Psi
Brothers, welcome back. Now that I ’m 
living in the house again I can Bite into all the 
really juicy bits of crap that fly around the 
house. Have you noticed that there are alot of 
people hanging around the roommates living 
room. They must belong to that Sega cult that 
the Saint brought into the house or is it that 
w e’re are just to damn popular for our own 
good. Will someone turn 21 Boyer and I can ’t 
do everything. Nate is that skull still on the 
letters? Blood Bath ’89 is coming hide the 
women and children. It’s good to see Peeeepin 
again but does he have to wake us at 8:30 am. 
Good uob on the pantry and the rest o f the 
house, but where will all the cockroaches hide? 
I ’d like to thank the Dice man and Mother 
Goose for rhyming. Pete, Nate good time with 
the drunk nurses? Solidarity brothers. Joel and 
Art don’t worry w e’re not picking on you, 
w e’re just just trying to make you feel at home, 
by making you the bytt of all our jokes. Did ya 
ever wonder what would happen if Joe Zete 
ever won the Publishers Clearinghouse Sweep­
stakes, who would Ed McMann give the check 
to? ‘nuff said.
Alphi Phi Omega
Howdy Folks! If you’re feeling as amitious 
as I am you’ll be thrilled to know that there is 
a meeting tonite at 6.
W e’ll be making lots of important decisions 
and planning a ton of fantastically fun, excit­
ingly exotic, supremely superior service proj­
ects!
Anyone who is interested in helping people, 
having fun. and hobnobbing with the nicest 
bunch of people on campus should try to make 
it.
Next week our meeting will probably be on 
its regularly scheduled night (M onday) at its 
regularly scheduled time (6:30 o r 7:00)
Hillel
I t’s great to be back... Our annual bagel 
brunch and welcome to new members will be 
held September 10 at the Campus Religious 
Center, prospective members and bystanders 
are welcomed to attend. This year our speaker 
will be Arthur Chase, W orcester’s City Coun­
cilor and reknown member o f the Jewish 
community. Mr. Chase was voted the number 
1 politician in W orcester by the W orcester 
Magazine. He will talk about what it is like to 
be a Jew in W orcester and his recent trip to 
Israel. If anybody in the WPI community is 
interested in attending the event please feel 
free to do so. We remind all the WPI Jewish 
community that Rosh Hashannah will be Sep­
tem ber 30. If anybody needs a ride or wants to 
walk in a group to one of the tem ples please 
contact our club box. Hillel is a club interested 
in giving Jews at school a social meeting place, 
and is also interested in giving an awareness of 
Jewish culture and traditions. If you have an
interest in joining Hillel contact our club box 
(5497) or sign at our table in the activities fair.
Wireless Association
Welcome back, everyone! This year should 
prove to be a very enjoyable one for the 
WPIWA, and very exciting. There are a 
number o f events being planned for later this 
year, including a trip to W1AW, the “mother 
station” in Newington, Ct., a variety o f VE 
exams, contests, field days, etc. Everyone is 
invited to these events, and more will be put in 
Newspeak as info becomes available.
The WPI Wireless Association is an organi­
zation that operates an amateur radio station 
(otherwise known as "ham ” radio) here on the 
WPI campus. Any interested people are in­
vited to find out more about amateur radio, and 
the perfect lime to learn more would be at our 
first meeting this year, which will be at 4:30 
pm, this Thursday, September 8, in Salisbury 
011. (Down the stairs by the humanities of­
fices). Everyone is invited, so why not come 
down, and talk to the world with amateur radio!
73 de N1FGX
WPI Flying Club
The WPI flying club is ready to begin its 
first full year as the ultimate campus experi­
ence. The officers have put together a list of 
great speakers, films, and presentations for 
your entertainment pleasure. Congratulations 
to Mike Messer (A.K.A SCORPION to those 
of us who know) who is our first instrument 
rated member! Mike will take anyone flying, 
his motto is you pay, we play, so if you want to 
go, let him know! Burt Rutan will be here for 
parent’s day on Sept. 23 to talk about the
Voyager (the plane that went around the 
world). Our first meeting will be on Thursday, 
Sept. 7 at 7:30 in HL 109. Show up! Remem­
ber aerobatic pilots do it inverted, and retract­
able gear pilots don’t just let it all hang out. 
Signed - SKYWRITER
WPI Lesbian and (iay Alliance
The group was formed about two years ago 
to address the needs of WPI students that 
identify themselves as other than heterosexual. 
The group, known as WPI LAGA, is an inde­
pendent student run organization which is fully 
supported by the Dean of Students Office.
Group meetings are very informal, most are 
simple chat-discussion sessions, with intra­
campus business kept to a minimum. Most 
regular meetings are held OFF campus, and all 
meetings and list of attendees are strictly con­
fidential.
Group members have access to many re­
sources, including gay-specific libraries and 
publications, other student groups from Worc­
ester, as well as from Boston and Providence, 
and, more importantly, the potential to make 
many friendships from a diverse collection of 
people.
To contact the group, write the club box 
(5965) or talk to anyone listed in the Student 
Handbook or listed on the CCC Encore com­
puter by the command “finger laga”.
Alpha Chi Rho
Hail, cheers, and greetings to all the return­
ing Brothers this year. A hearty welcome goes 
out to the Class of 1993 from the Brothers of 
Alpha Chi Rho.
Thanks to all who put in the effort to help get
AT&T
The right choice.
don’t want 
a lot of hype.
I just want 
something I 
can count on.^
Some long distance 
companies promise you 
the moon, but what you 
really want is dependable, 
high-quality service. That’s 
just what you’ll get when 
you choose AT&T Long 
Distance Service, at a cost 
that’s a lot less than you 
think. You can expect low 
long distance rates, 24-hour 
operator assistance, clear 
connections and immediate 
credit for wrong numbers. 
And the assurance that 
virtually all of your calls will 
go through the first time. 
That’s the genius of the 
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent 
Network.
When it’s time to 
choose, forget the gimmicks 
and make the intelligent 
choice—AT&T.
If you’d like to know 
more about our products or 
services, like International 
Calling and the AT&T Card, 
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
andtfflJK
ZM'XHQ
J?Ji£ii)U (X^5ll£lJV 
Rod « a n a
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A T T E N T IO N  - HIRING! G overn­
m ent job s - your area. Many im m ediate  
open ings w ithout waiting list or test. 
$ 1 7 ,8 4 0 -$ 6 9 ,4 8 5 . Call 1-602-838-8884. 
EX T R 7679
A T T E N T IO N  - G O V E R N M E N T  
H O M ES from  $1 (U repair). D elin­
quent tax property. Repossessions. Call 
1-602-838-8885. Ext. GH 7679.
A T T E N T IO N  - G O V E R N M E N T  
SEIZED VEH ICLES from  $100. Ford, 
M ercedes, Corvettes, C hevys. Surplus 
Buyers G uide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext A 
7679.
Act in TV com m ercials. High Pay.
No experience.....All ages. Kids, teens,
young adults, fam ilies, m ature people, 
anim als, etc. Call now! Charm  Studios.
1-800-447-1530 ext. 7842.
EX PER IE N C E G eneral A viation. 
Contact box 1385.
Small refrigerator for sale. $55, call 
Jeff or Bob at 791-8649 or 792-1375.
O ff cam pus apartm ents $490 and up. 
See us for your needs. Call Jim  at 799-
2728 or 755-2996. 2-3-4 bedroom s. 
Apartm ents have appliances and park­
ing.
P.S. W e move. We groove. - The 
m en’s glee club.
D on’t miss our first m eeting. W PI 
flying club m eeting on Thursday Sept. 7 
at 7:30 in HL109
Graphic proof 
of high-tech leadership.
techs you even higher, w ith 6,566 mem­
ory steps and 255 functions. And when 
hooked up  with ou r optional FA-80 
interface, it works with most parallel 
dot m atrix  printers or plotters includ­
ing Casio’s own models.
If you have any doubts as to who’s 
the leader in high-tech calculators, ju st 
pick up an  fx-7000G, fx-7500G or 
fx-8500G and draw your own 
conclusions.
C A SIO
W h e r e  M i r a c l e s  N e v e r  C e a s e
‘Suggested retail price.
Ask for Casio Scientific Calculators at your bookstore.
Casio. Inc Calculator Products Division. 570 Mt Pleasant Avenue. Dover. N J  07801 (2011361-5400
in s t r u m e n t s
The Casio fx-7000G $89.95* It’s the 
world’s first program m able scientific 
calculator w ith a graphic display. It can 
give form to your figures, instantly 
draw ing g raphs that depict your for­
m ulas and calculations.
With a screen that measures 
16 characters by 8 lines, the 
fx-7000G can display enough 
information for some of your 
biggest ideas. And you can 
store graphs and formulas, 
then bring them  back for an 
instant replay.
With its 422 step mem­
ory and 193 functions— 
including linear
regression, standard deviation and 
com puter m a th —the fx-7000G lets you 
perform com puter functions, without 
acquiring computer knowledge or 
incurring  computer costs.
Fbr additional capabilities, there’s 
the fx-7500G ($109.95*). It has a larger 
memory capacity, with 195 functions, 
4,006 memory steps, instant 
graph enlargem ent 
or reduction feature, 
plus a convenient 
horizontal folding 
format.
If you need even 
more power, our 
fx-8500G ($149.95*)
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A rthur C hase, City C ouncilor, will 
speak at H illel's Brunch on Septem ber  
10. Read our club corner article for 
details.
W e want you! Yes, you! W hether a 
m aster singer or m usical Ignoram us. 
Ciive us a look. 6:30 Tues & Thurs. 
Janet Earle Room  in Alden H all. - The 
m en ’s glee club
C om e sing with the best show  in town!
- T he m en’s glee club
FLY-$3.00-FLY (iuaranteed  ten d e ­
grees cooler upstairs, folks! Com e on up 
w here only birds and angels fly! All o f  
this for three d ollars only, a dozen q u ar­
ters from your purse or pocket... C on ­
tact box 1385 for details
W ANTED: D ehum idifier 835-6340
W H A T  H A P P E N E D  T O  Y O U R  
K NEE, DO NNA?!?!
Beware o f the M agic Chair!
The Sign M an Com eth.
Still looking for an M QP? Any ME  
interested in starting a firesafety-re- 
lated M QP in B-term  contact box 1696
G uitar p layer w/ som e vocals wants 
to form  / jo in  R&R band intent on gig­
ging. Interests are alm ost anything non- 
m etal. Previous band experience pre­
ferred but not necessary. Call Steve 
791-1864 or box 2872
Join Newspeak - the BEST organiza­
tion on cam pus!! We need writers, 
photographers, com puter layout people 
and business/advertising help. Stop by 
our table at the activities fair today or 
call 831-5464 for details.
It's never to early to be creative... 
subm it your poem s, stories, artwork, 
etc to Pathways, the creative m agazine 
o f W PI. Box 5150.
G E T T H E C A R D  
T H A V S  N U M B E R  O N E  
in m  C L A S S .
• Open a checking or savings account at BayBank and get the 
unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card.
• Get unique Card features like Account Update"Custom Cash'" 
and new Check Update'."
X~ PRESS MEMO BOARD
B a y B a n k
• Enjoy 24-hour full-service banking 
convenience at over 950 X-Press 24' 
banking machines.
•  Get cash at over 25,000 NYCE‘ and 
CIRRUS' automated teller machines 
nationwide.
•  Get cash where you shop, including 
many convenience store and super­
market locations.
• Use your Card at over 4,700 participat­
ing Mobil’ stations across the country*
Open your BayBank account today, 
get the Card that’s number one, and 
get a free gift.
w  —
N O B O D Y  D O E S  I T  B E T T E R
S b o s o °
b l8 1 J. 7
7 2 * * 3
Members FDIC
24-H o u r C ustom er S erv ice  Centers:
BayBank Boston (617) 648-8330. BayBank First Eastharnpton (413) 586-8600, BayBank Harvard Trust Company (617) 648-8330, BavBank Merrimack Valley (508) 475-3620 
BayBank Middlesex (617) 38” -1808. BayBank Norfolk (617) 461-1740. BayBank Southeast 1-800-447-6800 (In Massachusetts only). BayBank Valley Trust Company (413) 732-5510
* Available with checking account BayBank Cards only
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POLICE LOG
Saturday August 26
12:53 AM - A student called complaining of a loud party in Founders Hall. Officers responding 
reported a group o f RAs having a party. They were advised to keep the noise down.
Sunday August 27
3:15 AM - A complaint was received regarding loud music coming from the Phi Sigma Kappa fra­
ternity on Dean St. An officer reported that a loud stereo was playing in one of the rooms at the 
house and has been turned down. A complaint of the same stereo was received again at 5:55 
AM.
11:04 PM - A citizen complained of loud hammering coming from the Sigma Pi fraternity on 
Institute Road.
Monday August 28
2:30 AM - A complaint was received of a loud stereo at the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity on Boynton 
Street.
8:18 PM - An officer reported recovering two cases o f beer which were dropped by two persons who 
fled on foot when the officer approached them.
10:52 PM - A complaint was received reporting loud music at the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity on 
Boynton St. An officer responded and the music was turned down.
Tuesday August 29
2:00 AM - A WPI student reported that he had just been assaulted by two white males at the inter­
section of Institute Road and West Street. The subjects fled down West St. toward Highland 
Street.
3:00 AM - A report was received of a student passed out in the 4th floor m en’s room of Riley Hall. 
An officer responded and reported that the student had a little too much to drink. He was returned 
to his room.
Wednesday August 30
2:00 AM - A call was received reporting a loud party at Phi Kappa Theta fraternity on Institute Road.
10:45 AM - WPI Police officers reported assisting the Worcester Police Department searching for 
two Hispanic males in the Dean Street area who were wanted regarding a stolen motor vehicle.
7:46 PM - An officer reported a motor vehicle accident involving a WPI student at the intersection 
o f  Schussler Road and Institute Road.
Thursday August 31
11:08 PM - SNaP reported a disturbance at the intersection of Institute Road and Boynton St. An 
officer responded and the group of students at that location was dispersed.
11:38 PM - A complaint was received regarding a loud party in an Ellsworth apartment. Officers 
responded and the music was turned down.
11:00 am - Where do I go from here. Major Selection Program. Higgin Labs, Rm 130 
4:40 pm - The Whole Student Academic Success Program: An Introduction to Effective Study 
Skills. Washburn Rm 229
Wednesday, September 6, 1989
9:00 - 4:00 pm - Carpet Sale in Wedge
10:00 - 2:00 pm - Comic book and record sale sponsored by the WPI Science Fiction Society 
11:00 - 1:30 pm - Activities Fair. Quad ( rain location in Alden Hall)
3:30 pm - Opportunities in Medicinal Chemistry. Those interested in learning about opportuni­
ties at WPI to apply chemistry and biology to the development of new drugs are invited to 
an informational meeting on 9-6-89 in Goddard Hall, Room 227. Refreshments will be 
served.
4:30 - 6:00 pm - Introduction to Effective Study Skills. Washburn Rm 229 
6 - 7:00 pm - COOP Orientation/Registration in Kinnicut 
8:00 pm - Video: Excaliber, G ompei’s place, free
Thursday, September 7, 1989
9:00 - 4:00 pm - Jewelry Sale, Wedge
10:00 - 2:00 pm - Comic book and record sale sponsored by the WPI Science Fiction Society 
11:00 - 12:00 pm - Where Do I GO From Here, Major Selection Program, Higgins Rm 130 
4:30 - 6:00 pm - Introduction to Effective Study Skill, Washburn Rm 229 
7:00 pm - Ethical Issues in Biotechnology, G om pei’s
Friday, September 8, 1989
11:00 am - Computer Science Colloquium: Some practical application of artificial intelligence 
in manufacturing and engineering 
9:00 pm - Cocktails presents: John Hammond, blues guitarist, G om pei’s Place, Admission: $1.00
Sunday, September 10, 1989
10:00 am - First Presbyterian Church, W orcester, invites you: Join us for spiritual growth, 
personal involvement, making new friends. Worship at 10am this Sunday. 125 Holden St., 
Wore. Call 852-2111 or 829-3378 for a ride or directions.
6:30 pm & 9:30 pm - Film: Rainman, Alden Hall, Admission $2.00
Monday, September 11, 1989
6 - 7:00 pm - COOP Resume Writing in Kinnicut
Friday September 1
1:05 AM - A Sergeant reported a possible fight brewing in front of the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity 
on Salisbury Street. A group of fraternity members found drinking in public in front of the house 
were sent back inside.
10:56 PM - A complaint was received o f loud music coming from the Sigma Pi fraternity on Institute 
Road. Fraternity members were advised to lower the music. Officers also spoke with students 
in Founders Hall who had loud music playing.
I 1:04 PM - A citizen called complaining about a loud party in the Ellsworth apartments on Einhom 
Road. Officers responded and the party was shut down. A keg was confiscated from the 
apartm ent.
WELCOME BACK
Hours: Sun-Thurs 
4:30 pm -1 am 
Fri & Sat 
4:30 pm - 2 am
791-7760
219 Pleasant Street
2 FOR 1 SPECIAL
WE HAVE AN EVERYDAY SPECIAL, WHERE 
YOU CAN GET 2 PIZZAS FOR 1 SPECIAL 
PRICE. NO COUPON IS NEEDED.
2 12" REGULAR CHEESE PIZZAS $8.95
2 12" NEW DOMINO'S PAN PIZZAS $11.95
2 12" PIZZAS, 1 REGULAR, 1 PAN $9.95
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS (COVERS BOTH) $1.50
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